


Every programming system has their up sides and their down sides but this can make it 
difficult for the coach to determine what is needed within each system of training. When 
building out a training program, having a basic checklist of what to hit and what to understand 
can tremendously improve the overall efficacy of the developed training block. This will 
improve the clarity in the relationship between the coach and the athlete and it will also 
improve the clarity behind what each athlete needs at what specific point in training. Be 
sure to follow each specific point while developing your next training block and you will find 
yourself coaching a plethora of weightlifters to podium!

One of the key components behind the Garage Strength system of training, 
is the development and studying of athlete’s reactions to various stimuli. This 
is an idea/principle that Dr. Anatoly Bondarchuk brought to my attention 
while training under his tutelage. He believed there were three to four various 
athletes that handled loads, intensity and even movements differently. Some 

reacted well in a short time frame, some reacted well over the long term and some never 
really react well to certain methods. This was something he discovered as he worked to 
comprehend why some elite throwers achieve peak condition at various points of training, 
even when the training is done almost identical to a counterpart athlete.
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One of the key components behind the Garage Strength system of training, is the development 
and studying of athlete’s reactions to various stimuli. This is an idea/principle that Dr. Anatoly 
Bondarchuk brought to my attention while training under his tutelage. He believed there were 
three to four various athletes that handled loads, intensity and even movements differently. Some 
reacted well in a short time frame, some reacted well over the long term and some never really 
react well to certain methods. This was something he discovered as he worked to discover why 
some elite throwers achieve peak condition at various points of training, even when the training is 
done almost identical to a counterpart athlete. 

Over the last decade, I have played around with this concept and as of now, have concluded that 
there are indeed three forms of athletes. These conclusions have stemmed from my work with 
Olympic weightlifters, throwers and other strength athletes. Here is a simple guide of note that I 
use over the 6-12 month time frame it may take me to discover their reaction.

Studying Athletes



General brief: The adaptation curve is the way the individual responds to 
consistent stimuli over short (6 training sessions) and long (20-30++) periods of 
time. Evaluate how the athlete reacts to stimuli in the following time frames:

After analyzing all of these phases, I decided to initiate the conversation even further with my 
clients. Keep in mind, these are questions I generally only use with athletes over the age of 20. If 
I have a mature teen athlete, I may ask them the majority of these questions EXCEPT for anything 
overly personal or sexually related. As I conclude the type of athlete they are, I begin to initiate 
peaking programs based off their adaptation periods.

Technique hold up?

Bar speed?

Able to comfortably 
hold positions?

Mindset throughout?

Failure rate?

Look at the day 6 of 
training every week

Sleep?

Sex drive?

Aggressiveness (pissed 
off vs smart weights)?

Weights on bar?

Look at going into week 
4 of each cycle/phase

Injury accumulation?

When they adapted 
to: volume, technical 
movement, mobility 
improve or worsen

Has mindset improved?

More mature athlete?

Look at going into 
ascension phase

1 Week 20 - 30 Days 3 - 5 Months

Athlete Curves

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1bpnMlt-vUo


Exposure Phase

Comprehension Phase

Ascension Phase

Summit Phase

Realization Phase

Curve 1

It’s weird. Athlete will vocalize extreme soreness but still perform relatively high related to best lifts. 
Just because they can execute at the higher intensity keep it controlled so they don’t break down. Can 
put more on them with technical work.

Play with what variations can spark technical growth and play with strength movements to create 
congruent growth. Fit the variations and strength lifts together like assembling a puzzle. Gently inform 
the athlete on the mindset they need to have on a regular basis to deal with soreness and fatigue. The 
volume should reveal the type 1 curve.

Start to push two heavy days on the curve at the beginning and end of the week. Notice which day 
they respond better: after a volume or after an intensity day? Strength gains should materialize. Type 
1 will respond well after both an intensity or volume day typically, but as a coach you need to figure 
out which one is better.

Can really pin down athlete type here. Movements super precise technique wise. Comp lifts will be 
consistent at 85-90% of best. Back off strength lifts and push platform lifts. Understand relation of 
variations and strength movements for their body to function best for comp lifts. Don’t have to back 
off volume/intensity, instead choose the athlete’s mental comfort, be open with structure.

Part of the peak where they have physical enlightenment to conquer anything in front of them. Don’t 
have to back off volume or intensity (whatever they’re best at, keep pushing)

• Always gradually improving
• Can be wired, not as much as type 3
• Not a freak of freaks
• Got pop
• Respond to both volume and intensity
• Well coordinated
• Most consistent lifters
• Peaks with intensity or volume
• Typically very balanced
• Strong structural intensity

• Coachable
• Focused
• Even-keeled
• Always striving
• Don’t talk during training
• Rarely break down
• Level headed
• Avoid gossip
• Calm temperament
• Patience

Physical Attributes Mental Attributes

Zen



Exposure Phase

Comprehension Phase

Ascension Phase

Summit Phase

Realization Phase

Curve 2

Feel decent first week and can push self, by the second week they’ll feel like shit and hate training. 
Keep variations light to eliminate chances of failure. Don’t challenge them mentally because 
training is doing it. Got to be a cheerleader.

Potential for mental collapse. Excited by volume and envision end result positively, but they 
will mentally break and look to back track. Keep competitive movements moving crisp while 
challenging their technical gains. They will feel positive about strength movements because they 
are simple to execute. Coach needs to attempt to continue to educate on mindset, be positive.

First 8-12 days will feel good from volume accumulated prior. Will smash comp lifts from slight 
deload at beginning of program. Some can go heavy 2-3 days a week, but other days the volume/
intensity needs to be lower. The second week you can put your own governor (you call out the 
weights they are doing) on for them. Recover end of second and beginning of third weeks. Keep 
telling them you don’t care about their fatigue.

Hammer comp days. Variations have to be low volume and intensity. At least 2 (probably 3) comp 
days in their program. Make sure as a coach that you try to control their social existence because 
they’re so rooted in surface level bullshit. Keep them focused.

Set up a deload three to five days. Then immediately they should be at full, super saiyan from 
days 6-15.

• Some mobility issues
• May not have been pushed as a kid 
• potential trauma/coddled earlier issues
• Decent at certain sports, never excelled
• Handle strength well (simple movements)
• Struggle with variation lifts
• Probably are not best technically
• Easy to peak

• Strong when stressed is managed, weak 
when stress is unmanaged

• When they’re on they’re ON
• When off, they are EMO and can’t handle 

shit (this is cyclical)
• Got to let them talk
• They need to be heard
• Can’t react to them as a coach
• Hard to deal with

Physical Attributes Mental Attributes

Fragility



Meatstick
Exposure Phase

Comprehension Phase

Ascension Phase

Summit Phase

Realization Phase

Curve 3

Most typical, most consistent across the population. Respond well to either volume or intensity. 
Pleasers, over achievers, run them into the ground to figure them out (they will crack, and when 
they crack its HARD)

They’ll be beat up and fatigued. As a coach, get them to embrace mindset, diet, sleep, recovery. 
You will have to stay on them for this to occur. They can be meatheads. MUST push technical 
mindset, don’t let aggression take over. Not concerned about weight on the bar, want technical 
gains.

Will respond well during the first six to eight sessions followed by a hard drop off for two to three 
weeks. This is when they’re likely to crack because they like going heavy. As a coach, prepare them 
for this fall off. Constant positive accountability to keep them from cracking. Big peaks come out 
of nowhere and you’re like “wut da heck?!!!?” when it happens.

Need to transition well. The coach needs to figure out if peak happens at end of summit or 
beginning of realization. The coach has to plan when it is ideal for them to hit the peak. They’re 
climbing during this phase (a mini type 1 curve). There is a feeling, a build up to the physical 
enlightenment. Lot of comp lifts, back off strength movements. 

Might need a three week taper to lead to this. Their technique has caught up to their speed and 
aggression. HULK SMASH realization. Feel they can just conquer everything and anything. 

• Most explosive and wired
• Might have weird mobility issues but can be 

fixed
• Pick up variations quick
• Get beat up, but will recover well
• Elite athlete growing up
• Pick up sports quick
• Miserable down period results in a huge 

growth

• Overly aggressive
• Loud
• Can get the most frustrated
• Celebrate like crazy
• Strong willed as long as reminded of end 

goal
• Can drop off quick and go into long term 

depression
• Compete well
• When consistent, they’re fucking MONSTERS

Physical Attributes Mental Attributes
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